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Overview
The International Institute for Advanced Purchasing & Supply (IIAPS) is dedicated to the raising of
international standards in procurement, purchasing and supply management so that real business value –
improvements in the quality, cost and delivery performance of supply – is provided for organisations.
IIAPS offers a unique approach to advanced learning in category management and strategic sourcing
that is based on the development and implementation of real-life category sourcing strategies. These are
selected by the sponsoring organisation in consultation with the student and IIAPS.
The development of these real-time strategies is based on the application of best practice theory and
the most advanced sourcing tools and techniques. This is the core of the training and ‘learning by doing’
adopted during the Institute’s International Green, Red and Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing &
Supply. Completion of these three Belts results in lifetime Full Professional Membership of the Institute
(MIIAPS).
It is also important to understand that this is a unique training course because students will be taking only
five days out of their normal working time for the Green Belt, and none for the Red Belt or Black Belt courses
of study. The rest of their time dedicated to the course of study is part of their normal workload as category
sourcing strategy leaders, managing ‘real-time’ sourcing strategies.
The case for placing students on the courses of study is compelling, as it provides enhanced VFM delivery
for sponsoring organisations with fully embedded learning.

The Business Case for IIAPS Advanced Qualifications
Most organisations fail to see much ‘real business value’ delivered after they have undertaken internal and/
or external training to improve the competence of their staff in Procurement and Supply Chain Management
(PSCM). The reason for this is because most of the training received is either too theoretical and/or
completely unrelated to the delivery of value within the ‘real-life’ and ‘real-time’ day-to-day operations of the
organisation.
In response to these concerns, IIAPS offers a unique approach to advanced learning in category
management and strategic sourcing that is based on the development and implementation of real-life
category sourcing strategies.
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The case for selecting the IIAPS advanced learning of fering is compelling. Having benchmarked
hundreds of organisations globally it is clear that there is considerable disquiet amongst those funding PSCM
Training Courses and Qualifications for their staff. They consider this training:
• Too theoretical and not practically relevant
• Too focused on best practice in industries/sectors and training in case studies that are not relevant to
the issues facing their organisation
• Provides limited evidence of heightened skills and capabilities relevant to their organisation amongst
staff after training
• Often leads to the loss of the most able staff after advanced training, with no real tangible value for
money or ROI benefits being provided to their organisation from the training
In response to these concerns about the effectiveness and efficacy (value for money) of these approaches,
IIAPS offers a unique approach to advanced learning in category management and strategic
sourcing that is based on the development and implementation of real-life category sourcing strategies.
This provides the following benefits:
• Transfer of advanced knowledge and understanding about category management and strategic
sourcing
• Access to advanced world-class thinking and QV methodology/templates for strategy development
• Learning by ‘hearing’ and ‘seeing’, but mainly by d
‘ oing’ by developing and implementing real-life
category sourcing strategies
• Development of facilitation and corporate engagement competencies
• Category strategies specific to the organisation
• Immediate value for money (VFM) and return on investment (ROI) as costs covered by benefits/value
from implementation of strategy
• Ongoing stream of potential value improvement initiatives as learning is applied to future strategies
• Overcomes distance learning issues through face-to-face training master classes and QV workshop
• Minimal disruption to company as strategy forms part of their ‘normal workload’ and time out of office
is minimised
• Mentoring service throughout course ensures continuous embedding of learning and challenge for
optimal learning experience
Clients sponsoring students on the IIAPS Belts programmes normally recoup all of the costs of the
course of study, and much more, through improvements in real business value after sourcing strategy
implementation. After completion of their studies, the students can also deliver an ongoing stream of future
value improvement initiatives, as they act as internal consultants, facilitators and mentors to other internal
category strategies.
As explained herein, IIAPS also provides unique benchmarking, mentoring and consulting support services
to assist organisations in the self-development of their internal organisational and individual competencies.
The IIAPS philosophy, as always, is to deliver exceptional business value for the client by transferring
advanced knowledge and understanding to them, so that they can transform their current competencies
as quickly as possible and devoted to ‘real-time’ business issues.
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Delivering Real Business Value Through
Advanced Learning
The International Institute for Advanced Purchasing & Supply (IIAPS) is dedicated to the raising of
international standards in procurement, purchasing and supply management so that real business value –
improvements in the quality, cost and delivery performance of supply – is provided for organisations.
IIAPS offers a unique approach to advanced learning in category management and strategic sourcing
that is based on the development and implementation of real-life category sourcing strategies. These are
selected by the sponsoring organisation in consultation with the student and IIAPS.
The development of these real-time strategies is based on the application of best practice theory and
the most advanced sourcing tools and techniques. This is the core of the training and ‘learning by doing’
adopted during the Institute’s International Green, Red and Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing &
Supply. Completion of these three Belts results in lifetime Full Professional Membership of the Institute
(MIIAPS).
It is also important to understand that this is a unique training course because students will be taking only
five days out of their normal working time for the Green Belt, and none for the Red Belt or Black Belt courses
of study. The rest of their time dedicated to the course of study is part of their normal workload as category
sourcing strategy leaders, managing ‘real-time’ sourcing strategies.
The case for placing students on the courses of study is compelling, as it provides enhanced VFM delivery
for sponsoring organisations with fully embedded learning.
Clients sponsoring students on the IIAPS Belts programmes normally recoup all of the costs of the
course of study, and much more, through improvements in real business value after sourcing strategy
implementation. After completion of their studies, the students can also deliver an ongoing stream of future
value improvement initiatives, as they act as internal consultants, facilitators and mentors to other internal
category strategies.
As explained herein, IIAPS also provides unique benchmarking, mentoring and consulting support services
to assist organisations in the self-development of their internal organisational and individual competencies.
The IIAPS philosophy, as always, is to deliver exceptional business value for the client by transferring
advanced knowledge and understanding to them, so that they can transform their current competencies
as quickly as possible and devoted to ‘real-time’ business issues.
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Belts Qualifications, Professional Membership
& Entry Requirements
The International Institute for Advanced Purchasing & Supply (IIAPS) is dedicated to the raising of
international standards in procurement, purchasing and supply, and supply chain management.
IIAPS provides competence assessment and benchmarking tools to allow organisations and individuals
to benchmark themselves, both against world-class and best-in-class standards within their own industry
or sector. IIAPS also undertakes research into best practice and organises events in its three operational
regions (Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific) to share best practice.
The goal of IIAPS is the establishment of an advanced international standard for procurement, purchasing
and supply, and supply chain professionals worldwide. IIAPS awards the International Green, Red and
Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing & Supply. These three qualifications are the world’s first advanced
international professional standards in procurement, purchasing and supply, and supply chain management.

M II A P S

To ensure the maintenance of an advanced and internationally recognised professional standard, it is not
possible to obtain Professional Membership (MIIAPS) without completing the relevant advanced training
programmes provided by the Institute, developing and implementing a ‘real’ category strategy and explaining
how this compares to world-class practices. This ensures that all members have completed the same
rigorous course of study, and have been assessed and examined to the same exacting standard globally.
It is not possible, as is the case with some national professional bodies, to become a member of the Institute
(MIIAPS) by undertaking an interview, through taking another course of study, or by following a variety of very
different training methods and routes. These practices lead to a dilution and fragmentation of standards.
Full Professional Membership (MIIAPS) is only open to candidates who have an undergraduate or
postgraduate degree, or other relevant professional qualifications (MCIPS, CPM, CPSM etc.), as well
as relevant work experience and/or a GMAT Score of 630 or above, and who have completed the three
International Green, Red and Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing & Supply.
The routes to obtaining our Advanced Professional Qualifications and Full Professional Membership
(MIIAPS) are described in what follows.
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MIIAPS and the International Green, Red &
Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing & Supply
IIAPS offers a unique two-phased approach to the delivery of business value and learning. Real
business value is defined as improving qualit y, cost and deliver y in ‘r eal-time’ categor y sourcing strategies.
The Green Belt, Red Belt and Black Belt courses of study all have 7 Steps to complete, continuously
supported by IIAPS reading, e-learning resources and mentoring support services. Additionally,
students completing the Green Belt have to attend two IIAPS training workshops and receive facilitation
support from IIAPS for the QV® Workshop, as shown below:

The International Green, Red and Black Belts in Advanced Purchasing & Supply are delivered and
assessed through the development and implementation of real-life categor y strategies. This leads to the
development of advanced competence in the identification, and subsequent implementation, of categor y
management and strategic sourcing.
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The IIAPS approach is to train students so that they become advanced consultants/facilitators capable of
delivering significant improvements in value for their sponsoring organisations in ‘real-time’ categories of
supply/spend.
The student has to participate in a QV® Value Improvement and Strategic Sourcing Challenge
Workshop, and develop a first detailed QV® Repor t on the options for the subsequent implementation
of selected value for money and cost reduction strategies with suppliers and supply chains. The selected
category strategy is then taken forward for implementation.
On award of the contract, the student compiles a second detailed QV® Repor t for IIAPS assessment
explaining what work was undertaken, and why, and with what results. The student has to explain how this
compares to a world-class category management and strategic sourcing process.
This ‘learning by doing’ course of study to deliver real business value in real-life category sourcing strategies
is delivered in two broad phases.

Phase 1: IIAPS-Led Training and Strategy Implementation
with Green Belt Accreditation
• Category projects are selected by the sponsoring organisation in consultation 				
with the student and IIAPS.
• IIAPS trains all of its students in its unique Sourcing Portfolio Analysis and Power Positioning
Methodologies, providing a unique approach to advanced learning and value delivery.
• Clients sponsoring students on the IIAPS Belts programmes normally recoup all of the costs
of the course of study, and much more, through improvements in value after sourcing strategy
implementation.
• Students receive advanced consulting/facilitation training, and learn the most advanced tools and
techniques, as well as receiving Green Belt accreditation of the Institute.
The most significant value for the sponsoring clients is the creation of internal consultants/facilitators capable of
delivering an ongoing stream of value improvement initiatives in the future.

Phase 2: Continuous Value Delivery by IIAPS-Trained Internal
Consultants/Facilitators with Red and Black Belt
Accreditation*
• Additional value can be provided to the sponsoring client if the student also
completes the Red Belt and Black Belt accreditation processes.
• IIAPS believes that ‘learning by doing’ is a key component of competence
development and continuous professional development.
• For this reason IIAPS requires that students complete two further category
strategy implementations using the IIAPS methodology to receive Full
Professional Membership of the Institute (MIIAPS).

M II A P S

* Students are not required to undertake the Red Belt or Black Belt accreditations if they do not wish to do so.
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Phase 2 has two parts for the two Belt qualifications.
Part A: Red Belt
• IIAPS provides mentoring support throughout the Red Belt accreditation processes.
• On completion of the second category strategy the student receives Red Belt accreditation.
Part B: Black Belt
• IIAPS provides mentoring support throughout the Black Belt accreditation processes.
• On completion of the third, and final, category strategy the student receives Black Belt accreditation
and Full Lifetime Membership of the Institute (MIIAPS)
• On completion IIAPS-trained consultant/facilitators are now also normally capable of training/
mentoring internal staf f in the development of advanced category strategies.

Advanced Qualifications & Route to MIIAPS
In what follows we outline the Advanced Qualifications and Route to Professional Membership (MIIAPS) of the
International Institute for Advanced Purchasing & Supply (IIAPS).

A. COURSE STRUCTURE
PHASE 1: GREEN BELT TRAINING AND STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
The Green Belt course of study has 7 Steps:

• The first step in the process is the agreement between the client organisation,
student and IIAPS about the category sourcing strategy to be developed and
implemented.
• Successful projects will be based on cross-functional involvement and senior
management support to ensure the necessary time and resources are made
available to allow the sourcing strategy to be implemented effectively.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED PURCHASING & SUPPLY
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• Students are also provided with additional reading material and e-learning resources:
• 3 Books (Power Regimes, Sourcing Portfolio Analysis and Value Sourcing)
• Key Articles about best practice in category management and strategic sourcing
• A Best Practice Guide to the key principles of successful category management
and strategic sourcing
• 31 e-Learning Modules and 27 Videos outlining the key principles of successful
category management and strategic sourcing.
• Students then participate in an initial 3-Day Workshop that trains them in:
• the key principles of category management and strategic sourcing
• advanced sourcing tools and techniques such as VFM Analysis, Sourcing Portfolio
Analysis and Power Positioning
• the internal consulting and facilitation skills required to successfully develop and
deliver advanced strategic sourcing strategies for their organisation.
• Students are also introduced to the key techniques to be used when facilitating and
leading an internal QV® Workshop in their own organisation.
• Having completed this students then participate alongside an IIAPS Facilitator in the
2-Day QV® Value Improvement and Strategic Sourcing Challenge Workshop.
• The QV® Workshop is always focused on challenging ‘real-life’ category strategies.
• The Workshop brings together internal clients (who design and specify requirements)
and PSCM strategy leads to identify the key demand and supply factors impinging on
current value for money (VFM) performance.
• In the QV® Workshop, using a pre-defined reporting structure and materials, students
work alongside their IIAPS Facilitator to identify the key demand and supply variables
impacting on VFM improvement by challenging current internal knowledge and
understanding about the category of supply/spend within the organisation.
• Having identified any key demand and supply information gaps during the Workshop,
the student then closes as many of the information gaps as possible, before
determining the range of possible sourcing strategies available for implementation.
• Then, using a sourcing prioritisation matrix, the student selects the sourcing
strategy that they believe is the most likely to deliver significant improvement in VFM
for their organisation.
• Using a pre-defined reporting structure, the student then completes a first detailed
QV® Report on the sourcing options available, and why they believe their selected
sourcing strategy is the most appropriate given the information available.
• IIAPS assess the quality of the work undertaken and examines the logic of the sourcing
strategy being proposed.
• This work is assessed and marked and IIAPS provides feedback to the student on their
strategy, suggesting potential areas for improvement if any exist.
• The student then reviews this feedback (and can, if necessary, modify their sourcing
strategy recommendation) before it is presented for sign-off by their internal sponsors.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED PURCHASING & SUPPLY
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• Having achieved sign-off for implementation, the student now takes the selected
category sourcing strategy forward for implementation.
• IIAPS provides a 2-Day Training Workshop on Advanced Selection, Negotiation
& Contract Award techniques, with a mentoring service to support the student
during the implementation phase, but the subsequent implementation is very much in
the hands of the student and their internal colleagues.
• On final contract award, using a pre-defined reporting structure, the student completes
a second Assessment Report on the VFM improvements actually achieved and what
are the key lessons learned from the sourcing strategy implemented.
• IIAPS assess the quality of the results achieved and the logic of the key lessons
learned.
• This report is assessed and marked and IIAPS provides feedback to the student
on their implementation strategy and the lessons learned, suggesting potential areas
for improvement if any exist.
• The student then reviews this feedback (and can make any changes they deem
necessary) before presenting it for final sign-off by their internal sponsors.
• Once signed-of f by their internal sponsors as a true and accurate account
of the VFM benefits achieved and lessons learned IIAPS awards the Green Belt
qualification to the candidate.

PHASE 2: RED & BLACK BELT TRAINING AND STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
To become a Full Professional Member (MIIAPS) students must complete two more sourcing strategy
implementations, but without the training and QV® Workshop facilitation support provided by IIAPS in the
Green Belt course of study and implementation.
• The second iteration of a category sourcing strategy and
implementation (Phase 2A) leads to the award of the Red Belt
qualification.
• The third iteration (Phase 2B) leads to the award of the Black Belt
qualification, and Full Professional Membership (MIIAPS).
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PHASE 2A: RED BELT TRAINING AND STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
The structure of the Red Belt is similar to the Green Belt, except that there is no IIAPS training or QV®
Workshop facilitation, as shown below.

• Once again the first step is the agreement between the
client organisation, student and IIAPS about the category
strategy to be implemented, with senior management
commitment about providing all necessary time and resources.
• On their own initiative, but using the IIAPS pre-defined facilitation and reporting
structures and mentoring services, students facilitate and lead an internal 2-Day QV®
Value Improvement and Strategic Sourcing Challenge Workshop to challenge a
‘real-life’ category strategy to identify the key demand and supply factors impinging on
current value for money (VFM) performance and strategy options for improvement.
• Having identified any key demand and supply information gaps during the
Workshop, the student then closes as many of the information gaps as possible,
before determining the range of possible sourcing strategies available for
implementation.
• Then, using a sourcing prioritisation matrix, the student selects the sourcing
strategy that they believe is the most likely to deliver significant improvement in VFM
for their organisation.
• Using a pre-defined reporting structure, the student then completes a first detailed
QV® Report on the sourcing options available, and why they believe the selected
sourcing strategy is the most appropriate given the information available.
• IIAPS assess the quality of the work undertaken and examines the logic of the
sourcing strategy being proposed. This work is assessed and marked and IIAPS
provides feedback to the student on their strategy, suggesting potential areas for
improvement if any exist.
• The student then reviews this feedback (and can, if necessary, modify their
sourcing strategy recommendation) before it is presented for sign-off by their internal
sponsors.
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• Having achieved sign-off for implementation, the student now takes the selected
category sourcing strategy forward for implementation.
• Students can of course continually use the IIAPS reading material, e-learning resources
and mentoring support services throughout this process.
• On final contract award, using a pre-defined reporting structure, the student completes
a second Assessment Report on the VFM improvements actually achieved and
what are the key lessons learned from the sourcing strategy implemented.
• IIAPS assess the quality of the results achieved and the logic of the key lessons
learned.
• This report is assessed and marked and IIAPS provides feedback to the student
on their implementation strategy and the lessons learned, suggesting potential areas
for improvement if any exist.
• The student then reviews this feedback (and can make any changes they deem
necessary) before presenting it for final sign-off by their internal sponsors.
• Once signed-of f by their internal sponsors as a true and accurate account of the
VFM benefits achieved and lessons learned IIAPS awards the Red Belt qualification
to the candidate.

PHASE 2B: BLACK BELT TRAINING AND STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
To become a Full Professional Member of IIAPS (MIIAPS) students must complete the third iteration of the
process by completing the Black Belt qualification, but once again without the training and QV® Workshop
facilitation provided by IIAPS in the Green Belt.

The structure of the Black Belt course of study is exactly the same as for the
Red Belt.
The IIAPS reading material, e-learning resources and mentoring support services
can be used continuously throughout the process.
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On completion of the Black Belt course of study students attain Full Professional Member (MIIAPS) and are
eligible for the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

free lifetime membership and access to the IIAPS careers and recruitment service
all alumni newsletters and linked-in services
access to any free reports produced on best practice
free copies of all continuous professional development material provided over time
subsidized participation at all IIAPS events
subsidized participation in all IIAPS mentoring, continuing development and learning courses

B. COURSE LEARNING & MENTORING
IIAPS READING MATERIAL & E-LEARNING RESOURCES
While students commence with the Green Belt qualification, the learning framework for each of the Belts
courses is substantially the same.
Students are provided with dedicated reading materials and e-learning resources:
3 Books (Power Regimes, Sourcing Portfolio Analysis and Value Sourcing)

Key Articles about best practice in category management and strategic sourcing

A Best Practice Guide to the key principles of successful category management and strategic sourcing

31 e-Learning Praxis Modules and 27 e-Learning Theory Videos explaining the key principles of
successful category management and strategic sourcing (listed in the following sections)
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED PURCHASING & SUPPLY
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IIAPS E-LEARNING PRAXIS MODULES
IIAPS provides 31 e-Learning Praxis Modules covering all aspects of the Category Management and
Strategic Sourcing process.

IIAPS E-LEARNING THEORY VIDEOS
IIAPS provides 27 e-Learning Theory Videos covering all aspects of world-class Category Management,
Strategic Sourcing, Procurement and Supply Chain Management.

Each video introduces key theoretical issues about the nature of purchasing and supply, category
management and strategic sourcing, and the debates about world-class best practice amongst leading
academics and practitioners.
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MASTER CLASS IN ADVANCED CATEGORY MANAGEMENT & STRATEGIC
SOURCING
IIAPS provides a 3-Day Training Master Class in the Principles of Advanced Category Management &
Strategic Sourcing. This training course discusses the best practice concepts, tools and techniques
outlined in more detail in the additional reading and e-learning resources.
Students also learn the facilitation skills to be used during the forthcoming 2-Day QV® Value Improvement
and Strategic Sourcing Challenge Workshop.
The basic structure of the Master Class is outlined below:

QV® VALUE IMPROVEMENT & STRATEGIC CHALLENGE WORKSHOP
Having completed the 3-Day training students collect all pre-workshop demand and supply-side information
required and then organise the 2-Day QV® Value Improvement & Strategic Challenge Workshop.
The workshop is focused on the agreed ‘real-life’ category strategy and brings together internal specifiers
and PSCM category staff to identify the key demand and supply factors impinging on current VFM
performance.
The workshop provides: a robust challenge to existing sourcing strategies; an overview of future potential
strategic and tactical options; and, recommendations for value for money improvement.
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During the QV® Value Improvement Workshop a senior IIAPS consultant leads the facilitation with the
student supporting the facilitation and reporting process.
By working alongside the IIAPS consultant the student learns how to facilitate and compile the IIAPS workshop
methodology templates/slides.

The structured templates/slides identify all of the key demand and supply variables, information gaps to be
closed and all of the current strategic sourcing options available to improve value for money.
This provides the structure for the completion of the 1st Assessment Report by the student on their own,
once all relevant information gaps have been closed.

QV® Workshop
Template Slides

QV® Value Improvement
and Strategic Sourcing
Challenge Workshop

1st Assessment Report on Sourcing
Improvement Opportunities
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MASTER CLASS IN ADVANCED SELECTION, NEGOTIATION & CONTRACT AWARD
The final taught learning experience comes immediately after the successful completion and IIAPS and internal
sign-off of the 1st Assessment Report.
This is the 2-Day Advanced Selection, Negotiation & Contract Award Workshop.

This workshop provides a detailed introduction to advanced supplier evaluation and selection techniques,
as well as to the principles of strategic negotiation and the alignment of contract forms with sourcing
strategy goals.
The workshop is completed before the supplier assessment and selection, negotiation and contract award
processes commence, and provides preparation prior to completion of the 2nd Assessment Report.

IIAPS MENTORING SERVICE
Throughout the course of study students have access to an IIAPS Mentoring Service.
At the beginning of the course of study an IIAPS consultant is assigned to each individual student to provide the
support throughout the course of study.
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Mentoring Services on the Green Belt Course of Study
• The IIAPS mentor provides e-mail, telephone and Skype-based contact to act as a sounding-board for
the student during their course of study.
• The mentor is normally the same consultant who jointly leads and facilitates the two-Day QV® Value
Improvement Workshop with the student.
• Obviously, the mentor does not complete any of the detailed work expected of the student, such as the
work to complete their 1st and 2nd Assessment Reports, but the mentor is normally available to answer
any questions of fact or interpretation that the student may have during the course of study.
• This role is particularly valuable to the student in the:
• preparation of the 1st Assessment Report
• implementation of the strategy by undertaking supplier assessment and selection
• negotiation and contract award, prior to the preparation of the 2nd Assessment Report.

Mentoring on the Red Belt and Black Belt Courses of Study
• This continuous mentoring service is also particularly valuable during the Red Belt and Black Belt
courses of study because students do not repeat the two face-to-face workshop training courses, or
have the 2-Day QV® Value Improvement Workshop facilitation support from IIAPS.
• When developing and implementing their sourcing strategies on their own without IIAPS direct support,
students can still call on their mentor for guidance on any issues they are unclear as they compile
their strategies and Assessment Reports.

C. COURSE DURATION
FLEXIBLE AND CLIENT-FOCUSED
There is no specific timeframe during which a course of study operates because each sourcing strategy
will have its own timeframe within a client’s business.
It is important to understand that this is a unique training course because students will be taking only five
days out of their normal working time for the Green Belt and none for the Red Belt or Black Belt
courses of study.
The rest of their time dedicated to the course of study is part of their normal workload as category sourcing
strategy leaders, managing ‘real-time’ sourcing strategies.
The only additional time required is for any additional reading and viewing of e-learning material. The
amount of time taken for this will vary according to the knowledge and understanding of individual students.
The two Assessment Reports required for each Belt should also be seen as part of the normal reporting
requirement within the client’s business.
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Indicative Duration of Green Belt Course of Study
An indicative timeframe for the Green Belt course of study is shown below.

The real time taken in the process is the time required by students to:
• close Information Gaps to arrive at an agreed sourcing strategy
• complete the Assessment Reports
• undertake the Supplier Assessment, Selection, Negotiation and Contract Award processes.
These decisions and workloads are out of the hands of IIAPS, and are dictated by the workload within the
client’s business. Normally, however, a sourcing strategy for the Green Belt course of study should be
completed to contract award within 6-9 months of commencement.

Indicative Duration of Red Belt and Black Belt Courses of Study
An indicative timeframe for the Red Belt and Black Belt courses of study is shown below.

The duration of the Red Belt and Black Belt courses should normally be shorter as there is no requirement
for any IIAPS dedicated Training before the Assessment Reports, or any Facilitation Support from IIAPS for the
2-Day QV® Value Improvement Workshop.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED PURCHASING & SUPPLY
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D. ELIGIBILITY OF CANDIDATES
The IIAPS Belts qualifications are advanced postgraduate and post-experience courses of study,
implementation and accreditation and are only open to those who meet the Institute’s exacting standards.
The Green, Red and Black Belts courses of study towards Full Professional Membership (MIIAPS) at the
Institute is only open to candidates who have normally achieved the following prerequisites:
• an undergraduate or postgraduate degree from an Institution approved by IIAPS
• or, other relevant professional qualifications (MCIPS, CPM, CPSM etc.) from an Institution approved by
IIAPS
• and, if English is not their first language, a GMAT Score of 630 or above
• as well as, relevant work experience amounting to working in a senior position managing strategic
sourcing strategies for categories of supply/spend for a minimum of 3 years
Full Professional Membership (MIIAPS) is only granted on successful completion of the three International
Belts in Advanced Purchasing and Supply.

M II A P S

E. COURSE COSTS
INDIVIDUAL TUITION FEES
The cost of the Green, Red and Black Belt courses of study is reviewed annually.
The cost of the Green Belt course of study is normally set as equivalent to the average cost of an MBA
course of study and is based on the provision of the following course elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of all Course Reading, E-Learning and Video Materials
3-Day Workshop Training in Advanced Category Management and Strategic Sourcing
2-Day QV® Workshop Preparation and Facilitation
1st Assessment Report Examination and Feedback
2-Day Workshop Training in Advanced Selection, Negotiation and Contract Award
2nd Assessment Report Examination and Feedback
All Mentoring Services provided throughout the course of study
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The cost of Red Belt and Black Belt courses of study is also reviewed annually, but will always be a fraction of
the Green Belt cost because there is much less IIAPS direct training and facilitiation support for these courses
of study and implementation.
The only elements to be costed are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Provision of all Reading, E-Learning and Video Materials
1st Assessment Report Examination and Feedback
2nd Assessment Report Examination and Feedback
All Mentoring Services provided throughout the course of study

Location of Training Workshops for Individuals:
• If individual students enrol then they must travel to an IIAPS location to undertake all training workshops.
• The 2-Day QV® Workshop is normally held in the client’s organisation/location and IIAPS charges all
necessary out of pocket travel and subsistence costs for their consultant to attend, on top of the costs
of the Workshop.

SPECIAL PRICING FOR MULTIPLE STUDENTS
Group Tuition Fees: Costs of Green Belt Course of Study
If a client is funding more than one student then it is possible to significantly reduce the overall costs
per student for the Green Belt course of study, by holding the two Training Workshops within the client’s
organisation, but with multiple students.
If this is undertaken IIAPS keeps the training cost fixed as if it was training one student for its two Training
Workshops, for a minimum of 5 up to a ma ximum of 20 students, and only charges all necessary travel and
subsistence costs for their trainer to attend the client’s preferred location.
Such an arrangement can significantly reduce the overall cost of the initial Green Belt course of study,
and provides very good value for money for clients with multiple students.

Group Tuition Fees: Costs of Red Belt and Black Belt Courses of Study
Since there is only limited training and facilitiation work by IIAPS the costs of the Red Belt and Black Belt
courses of study normally remain the same as for individual students.
Location of Group Training Workshops:
• If multiple students are enrolled then IIAPS trainers must travel to the client’s preferred location to
undertake all training workshops. In these circumstances IIAPS also charges all necessary out of pocket
travel and subsistence costs for their staff to attend, on top of the costs of the two Workshops.
• The 2-Day QV® Workshop is normally held in the client’s organisation/location and IIAPS charges all
necessary travel and subsistence costs for their consultant to attend, on top of the cost of the Workshop.
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